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New Generation of Educators Initiative 

Funded by S.D. Bechtel Jr. Foundation  
11 campuses, 3-year grants in current cycle (Phase 2)  
● Phase 2 began June 2016 

Reform elements: 
● District/teacher prep program partnerships 
● Focus on prioritized skills that candidates need to learn 
● Strong clinical approach to teaching those skills 
● Effective feedback processes  
● Using data for continuous improvement 
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WestEd Technical Assistance 

Focus: build capacity of CSU system and NGEI grantees to use 
data independently to support continuous improvement 
System-level: Chancellor’s Office Educator Quality Center 
● Completer, 1st Year,  and Employer surveys 
● Teacher Preparation Data Warehouse and Dashboard System 

Grantee-level: 11 CSU/district partnerships 
● Support NGEI projects to build capacity to continuously learn and improve 
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Continuous Improvement 
Technical Assistance 

Shifting from implementation to inquiry 

(Adapted from Berwick, 1996) 
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PRINCIPLE 
 

All improvement  
begins with dissatisfaction 

with the status quo. 
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PRINCIPLE 
 

All improvement  
begins with dissatisfaction 

with the status quo. 

DESIGN ELEMENT 
 

Transform 
a SMART Goal into an  

Improvement Aim 
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PRINCIPLE 
 

Every system is  
perfectly designed  

to get the results it gets. 
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PRINCIPLE 
 

Every system is  
perfectly designed  

to get the results it gets. 

DESIGN ELEMENT 
 

Investigate the teacher 
preparation system 

producing the current 
outcomes. 
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PRINCIPLE 
 
 

All improvement requires 
change, but not every 

change is an improvement. 
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PRINCIPLE 
 
 

All improvement requires 
change, but not every 

change is an improvement. 

DESIGN ELEMENT 
 

Organize continuous 
improvement work as 

“inquiry cycles” focused on 
understanding the problem 

and iterative testing 
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Learning Sprint Design 

Sprint Components 
● Google Presentation Document 
● Improvement Aim 
● Progress Data 
● Sprint Learning Goal 
● Working Theory of Improvement 
● Documentation of Inquiry & 

Learning 
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Learning Sprint Design 

Sprint Components 
● Google Presentation Document 
● Improvement Aim 
● Progress Data 
● Sprint Learning Goal 
● Working Theory of Improvement 
● Documentation of Inquiry & 

Learning 

Support Components 
● Monthly coaching calls 
● Sprint launch webinar 
● Sprint review webinar 
● Liaison support and/or additional 

technical assistance, as needed 



Learning sprints build toward effective 
implementation 

Learning over Time 
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Program 
changes that 

produce 
quality with 
reliability at 

scale. 
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Scale 
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Scale 
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Improvement Aim and Learning Goals 
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How can we 
track the 

reliability of 
supervisor 
feedback? 

How might we 
intervene? 

AIM: 
Increase 

quality and 
reliability of 
supervisor 
feedback 

What 
feedback do 
supervisors 

currently 
give 

candidates? 

Why is there 
significant 
variation 
between 

supervisors
? 

What does 
a good 

feedback 
process 

look like? 

How can we 
change the 
feedback 

process for a 
single 

supervisor?  

How can we 
change the 
feedback 

process for 
three 

supervisors
? 

How can we 
track the quality 

of supervisor 
feedback? How 

might we 
intervene? 

How can we 
improve the 
retention of 

effective 
supervisors? 



 
Case: CSU Monterey Bay 
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Defining our Partnership Model 
 

● District Lead (Point Person) /  University Lead (Point Person) assigned to 
partnership development and maintenance  

 

● Bi-Monthly Leadership Meeting including all upper-level administration  
 

● District Lead interfaces with CSUMB Pre-Service Teachers and Clinical 
Coaches during trainings, professional development sessions, and methods 
courses 

 

● University Lead interfaces with MPUSD Cooperating Teachers and 
Administration during professional development sessions and site visits 
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Aim Statement 
By May 30, 2018 100% of the percentage of program participants* 
who demonstrate shared understanding of CCSS-M and NGSS 
prioritized skills** will increase to 90%. This will lead to an increase 
in rigor of the practice-based clinical preparation*** of teaching 
candidates. 
 
*MPUSD Cooperating Teachers. 
**As defined in the CSUMB and MPUSD co-created STEM Teaching Rubric and measured through 
calibration data, STEM Academy exit tickets, and focus group data. 
***As defined by KTE #3. 
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Trainings in NGSS: STEM Academies 

Rationale for use of training in NGSS:  To develop a shared understanding of 
standards in STEM; to align curricula in STEM with NGSS for all teachers; and 
to ensure a consistent equitable experience for all students. 

How the use of training in NGSS supports the partnership program:  
Alignment curricula between district and university tightens the partnership 
and ensures a smoother transition into the partner district for candidates. 

How this benefits K-8 students:  More STEM-ready, qualified teachers enter 
classrooms and effectively engage students in STEM opportunities. 
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Building Capacity Through STEM Academies 
 
After our STEM Academies, we expect that cooperating teachers will: 

● Understand the process of implementing by design and how to integrate 
NGSS effectively. 

● Understand how to utilize the STEM Rubric Tool to provide formative 
feedback to their teacher candidates and “Coach Up” by offering specific 
“STEM Suggestions” during shared planning time. 

● Be able to create a clinical setting explicitly designed to allow candidates 
to build facility with prioritized skills. 
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Barriers to Building Capacity 

● Attendance  

● Needs assessment  

● Alignment with district administration  

● Promotion and marketing 

● Lack of funding -- incentives  
 
 



AIM Statement from LS4: 
By 5/30/18, 100% of 
MPUSD Cooperating 
teachers will demonstrate a 
shared understanding of 
CCSS-M and NGSS 
Prioritized skills will 
increase to 90% 

Increase knowledge and skills 
of STEM teaching (prioritized 
skills) 

2. Shift the planning process 
that master teachers engage 
in, in particular to orient 
around a particular learning 
objective and then design 
around that objective 

Understand 5E lesson 
plan 

Increase high quality teacher 
practice Rubric calibration exercises 

Learn Co-planning 
Processes 

Increase communication/ 
improve relationship between 
CTs and candidates 

STEM suggestions 

Goal: Clinical 
settings explicitly 
designed to allow 

candidates to build 
facility with PS 

Work time to plan 
rigorous STEM lessons 

Sub goal: Candidates 
regularly receive 

ongoing, consistent, 
high quality feedback 

from the CTs 

1. CTs need to show up and 
engage in training 

ST
EM

 A
CA

DE
M

IE
S 

Make CTs aware of 
performance gap between 
current knowledge, skills, and 
teaching and necessary 
knowledge, skills, and teaching 
for good modeling and 
mentorship 

Switch to Saturday 
mornings 

Understand 
implementing by design 

3. Train CTs in the rubric & 
providing high-quality 
feedback 

Site visits working as 
marketing 

Work with district, make 
sure there are no 
competing PDs 

Provide lunch 

Site visits and follow up 
visits bringing CTs up to 
speed on SA1 

At end of SA, CTs will understand STEM, 5e 
lesson plan, be able to give good feedback, be 
calibrated on rubric-->can support their 
candidates as they are working on their STEM 
plans Give feedback, model 

Peer coaching-- 
scaffolding effect 
(coaching class) 

PD credits? 



Learning Outcomes & Future Directions  

● Adjusting to CT and TC 
needs  
○ Continuous needs 

assessments 
○ Flexibility  

 
● Site Visits 

○ Building capacity  
○ Promotion 

 

● Stone Soup 
○ Expanding partnership 
○ Bringing STEM to kids 

 
● Maker Faire 

○ Promoting STEM 
○ Bringing STEM to 

community 
 



EXTRA SLIDES FOR Q&A 
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Three Ways Data Support Improvement 
Primary 

Audience Purpose 
Measurement 

Criteria 

Research 
Scientific community 
Policymakers 
Decision makers 

New knowledge, 
irrespective of applicability 

Many 
Complex collection 
 

Accountability 
Parents 
Students 
Taxpayers 

Basis for choice 
Reassurance 
Spur for change 

Very few 
Complex collection 
 

Organizational 
Learning 

Teachers 
Principals  
District Leaders 
Managers 

Understanding of process 
or student learning 
Motivation and focus 
Baseline 
Evaluation of changes 

Few 
Easy to collect 
Frequent 
 

(Adapted from Solberg, Mosser, & McDonald, 1997) 
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Working 
Theory 

Disciplined 
Testing Data 

A Learning System 



Learning Sprint Content 

Standard Slides  
(All Sprints) 

Updated NGEI Team 
Aim Statement 
Learning Goal for LS3 

 
 

Custom Slides  
(Based on Learning Goal) 

Data displays 
Testing cycles 
System maps 
Flow Charts 
Design Principles 
Quality Criteria 
Fishbone Diagrams 
Measurement systems 
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What supports do our Cooperating Teachers (CT) need 
around building and refining opportunities for candidates to 
gain fluency with prioritized skills during clinical preparation? 
Predictions Data Collection Strategy/Analysis 

CTs need additional support and 
professional development around co-
planning and how to utilize the 5E lesson 
plan format.  

● Exit Tickets from STEM Academies  
○ Qualitative Coding 

● Observations/Focus Groups 
○ Qualitative Notes 

CTs need continuous opportunities for 
explicit assistance and support for 
providing candidates opportunities to plan 
rigorous STEM lessons.  

● Exit Tickets from STEM Academies  
○ Qualitative Coding 

● Observations/Focus Groups 
○ Qualitative Notes 
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Collaborative Professional Development: Rationale 
● Professional development research supports collaboration 

and teacher inquiry into topics and issues happening in 
teachers’ classrooms. These qualities ensure that PD is not 
disconnected from teacher practice and brings teachers 
together for conversations about the questions arising out of 
their practice. 
 

● Pre-service teachers participating in collaborative professional 
development with co-teachers foundationally installs 
communicative learning practices for incoming teachers while 
simultaneously improving the expertise of mentor teachers. 
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Setting Continuous Improvement Goals 
Specific. What is the specific 
performance gap?  

Measurable. How will you know if you 
meet the goal?  

Agreed Upon. Is there shared 
commitment?  

Realistic. Is it achievable?  

Time-bound. What is the time frame?  

● Is achieving the goal within the 
influence/capability of our team? 
Does it align with strategic priorities?  

 
● Does our goal address a high-

leverage problem of practice?  
 
● Where is the greatest will for 

improvement to occur?  
 
● Does our goal address a clear 

performance gap? 
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